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Abstract. Let G = Sp(2A:, C) or O(N) and G' = SO*(2n) or Sp(2n, 3?).
The adjoint representation of G' on its Lie algebra S?' gives rise to the coad-

joint representation of G' on the symmetric algebra of all polynomial functions

on Sr'. The polynomials that are fixed by the restriction of the coadjoint repre-

sentation to a block diagonal subgroup K' of G' form a subalgebra called the

algebra of /^'-invariants. Using the theory of invariants of Procesi for the "dual

pair" (G', G), a finite set of generators of this algebra is explicitly determined.

1. Introduction

The theory of invariants which was first investigated by Cayley in Memoire

sur les Hyperdeterminants (1846) and Memoirs on quantics (1854-1859) gained

intensive interest when it was discovered that it was intimately related to the

theory of group representations. It is not a coincidence that Weyl's celebrated
Classical groups [We] is entitled The classical groups, their invariants and rep-

resentations. Many treatises on invariant theory were written in recent periods

(see [Fo, DC, Sp]), but few stress its importance in physics. In physics, if G

is a symmetry group of some physical system, then the universal enveloping

algebra % of its Lie algebra & is an algebra of tensor operators and the in-
variant operators which form the centralizer of & in ^ are called "Casimir
invariants" (cf. [AM, BR]); this term was coined by the physicist Racah for

his generalization of the quadratic invariant for semisimple Lie groups dis-

covered by Casimir and Van der Waerden. The importance of these Casimir

invariants is due to a fundamental theorem of Chevalley which states: "For

every semisimple Lie algebra %? of rank n , there exists a set of n invariants

of generators whose eigenvalues characterize the finite-dimensional irreducible

representations of & ", which in physical terms means that the spectra of the

invariant operators associated with G determine the observable quantum num-

bers of the physical system. It can be shown that the ring of Casimir invariants is
isomorphic to the ring of polynomials invariant under the adjoint representation

of G via the canonical bijection (see [Di, Go]), and hence the determination

of the Casimir invariants is equivalent to that of the polynomial invariants. In
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1963, Moshinsky discovered a further generalization of the Casimir operators

which he used to resolve the multiplicity problem for two-fold tensor products

of the unitary group U(3) [Mo]. Moshinsky and Quesne also discovered the

notion of complementary pairs for several pairs of reductive groups [MQ]. The

systematic studies of these pairs of groups led to the classification of the reduc-

tive dual pairs by Howe [Hoi]. The generalization of the idea of Moshinsky

of using the generalized Casimir operators and the theory of dual pairs to re-

solve the multiplicity of arbitrary «-fold tensor products of U(N) is carried

out in [KT3, KT4]. In [KT2], the invariant theory of invariants and generalized

Casimir operators for the dual pair GL(px, C) x • • • x GL(pm, C) in GL(«, C),

Pi+---+Pm = «,and GY(N, C)x- • -xGL(N, C) D GL(/V, C) was determined.

In this paper, we shall give an explicit determination of a finite set of gener-

ators for the polynomial invariants and generalized Casimir operators for the

dual pairs (SO*(2w), Sp(2ifc,C)) and (Sp(2«,5c), O(N)). The eigenvalues
of these generalized Casimir operators are then used to resolve the multiplicity

problem for arbitrary «-fold tensor product representations of Sp(2/c, C) in

[Le] and of SO(jV) in a forthcoming publication.

Let G be a linear Lie group and f? be its Lie algebra. G acts on f? via

the adjoint representation, that is, (g, X) —> g ■ X = gXg~x , where g e G,

Let S(^*) denote the symmetric algebra of all complex-valued polynomial

functions on ff. Then we have the coadjoint representation of G on S(3?*),

namely,

(g,f)-+g-f     (geG,feS(&*))

where (g • f)(X) = f(g~x ■ X) = f(g~xXg), X e 5? . Let K be a subgroup of
G. Then a polynomial / e S(^*) is said to be /^-invariant if k ■ f = f for all

keK.
Now, let GL(/V, C) be the N x N complex general linear group. Consider

the action (g,(Xx,... , Xm)) -+ g> (Xx, ... , Xm) = (gXxg-x,...,gXmg-x),

where X{ e gl(N,C), the Lie algebra of GL(/V,C), and g e GL(A/,C).
Let Tr(Ar,1, ... , X,k) be the trace of the product X^, ... , X,k, where X^ e

gY-''(N, C). The indices ix, ... , ik may not be distinct. Procesi has proved

the following:

Theorem 1 (cf. [Pr]). The algebra of polynomial invariants under the action of

GL(N,C) onglw(N,C) e- • -egl(m)(V, C), where gl{,)(N, C) = gl(/V~, C) for
i = 1, ... , m, is finitely generated by the functions of the type Yr(X^ ■■■ Xik),

where one may restrict to the case k < 2N - 1.

(GL(n, C), GY(N, C)) forms a dual pair of reductive groups, in the sense

of [Hoi]. We have a "dual" theorem of the above theorem.

Let (px, ... , Pm) be an w-tuple of positive integers such that px H-Ypm —

n, and consider the block diagonal subgroup GL(px, C) x • • • x GL(pm, C)

of GL(«,C). Again, we have the adjoint representation of GL(n,C) on

S(gl(n,C)*).
Let Y e gl(n, C), and partition Y in block matrices of the form [[F]M„],

where [Y]uv is a pu xpv matrix, 1 < u, v < m . In [KT1], Klink and Ton-That

have established the following:
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Theorem 2. The algebra of all (GL(px, C) x • ■ • x GL(pm , C))-invariant polyno-

mials is finitely generated by the constants and the functions of the form:

for all u,■ = 1, ... , m, i = 1, ... , q, uq+i = ux .

Procesi has also established the polynomial invariants under the action of

Sp(W, C) (in this case, N = 2k) and O(N) (N arbitrary) on gl(1)(/v\ C) e

•••©gl(w)(A/,C) as follows:

Theorem 3 (cf.   [Pr]). The polynomial invariants of the above action of G is

finitely generated by the functions of type Tr(Ait ■■■ AjJ, Ajj=Xij or X* where

y*  _ 0 h       yT      0       ~h
Y-h    0jA   [Ik     0

if G = Sp(2k, C),  Aij = Xtj  or Xj, where XJ  is the transpose of X, if

G = O(N) and one may restrict to the case ^ < 2W - 1 in both cases.

Let an = {     "J and t„ = ( j , and let SU(«, n) be the linear isometry

group for the Hermitian form

\Zx\2 + \Z2\2 + --- + \Zn\2-\Zn+x\2-\Z2n\2    over C.

The dual group for Sp(2/c, C) is SO*(2«) = {g e SU(«, n)\gTo„g = on} , and
the maximal compact subgroup of SO*(2«) is

UAQ j)i^u(«)U(«).

The dual group for O(N) is Sp(2«, SR) = {g e SU(n, n)\gJxng = xn}, and
U(«) is embedded in Sp(2n,W) as in SO*(2«).

In this paper, we will construct the algebra of all AT'-invariant polynomials

of G' = SO*(2«) or Sp(2«, SR), where K' is a block diagonal subgroup of G'.

2. Invariant polynomials of SO*(2«)

Let (px, ... , pm) be an w-tuple of positive integers such that px + ■■■ +

pm = n. Also, let H = GL(2k,C), G = Sp(2Jk, C), G' = SO*(2n), &' =
so*(2n), the Lie algebra of SO*(2«), and K' is a block diagonal subgroup of

G' consisting of matrices of the form

(Ux \

0

Um

Ux

0

V Um)

where U, is a Pi x pt matrix in U(pf), for 1 < i < m .
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Let Cnx2k denote the complex vector space of all n x 2k matrices. Let

P = P(Cnx2k) denote the algebra of all polynomial functions on Cnx2k . We

partition Z eC"x2k into the following block form:

Zx'
Z=      :      ,    where each Z, ^C'x2k .

-^m -

We define an action of the direct product //(1) x •• • x //(m), where each Z/(,),
1 < i < m, is a copy of //, on Cnx2k by

- Z./z, "

Z-(hx,... ,hm)=       \       ,       ZeCx2k.

,z.mnm.

This action gives rise to the actions of 7/(1) x • • • x //<m) and H on P via

(R(hx,... ,hm)f)(Z) = f(Z-(hx,... ,hm))

and

(R(h)f)(Z) = f(Z-h),        h = (h,... ,h), heH.

The block diagonal subgroup GL(px, C) x •• ■ x GL(pm , C), the complexification

of K', of GL(«, C) acts on Cnx2k via

- kxZx -

(kx,... ,km)-Z=       : ,       ki€GL(pi,C), l<i<m.

.Km£m -

This action also gives rise to the action of GL(p\, C) x • • ■ x GL(pm , C) on P

via

(L(kx,... ,km)f)(Z) = f((kfx,... ,k~x)-Z)
for (kx, ... ,km)e GL(px, C) x • • • x GL(pm , C).

Let

RS = zZZ^'        l<i,J<2k,
n aZ"U

where n ranges over all rows of the submatrix Zs for a fixed index s, 1 < s <

m , of the matrix
Zx

Z=      :

-^m -

For each s , the operators Tv^', 1 < i, j < 2k , form a basis for the Lie alge-

bra ^(i) = gl(2k, C). We also obtain the infinitesimal operators corresponding

to the standard basis of the Lie algebra of Sp(2A:, C) as follows:

Rap+k=^\zta-^k+zlB^y

n        / p, n        \
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Now, the operators Ry , 1 < i, j < 2k, 1 < s < m, generate the universal

enveloping algebra ^(^(1) x ■ • • x ^m'). It is not hard to show that in order

to find the polynomial invariants in S(2?'*) of a block diagonal subgroup K',

it suffices to find the polynomial invariants in S(r*), where Y = so(2«, C) is

the complexification of so*(2«), of the block diagonal subgroup GL(px, C) x

■ • • x GL(pm , C).
r Y Xl

Let s £ Y. Then s is of the form s =   w _   , where [Y] is an nxn complex

matrix, [Q] = [-Y]J, and [W], [X] are nxn skew-symmetric matrices. We

partition s in the block matrices of the form:

"mil      ■■       [Y]xm       [X)U      ■■■      [X]\mm

. _       L^]wl      ■"'       l']m/»      [-Mml     "■"      [X]mm [Y]Uv      [X]Uv

[W]xx    ■■■    [W]Xm    [fi],,    ••■     [Q]lm     -[[W]uv    [Q]uv\   '

-WU    ■■■    [W]mm    [Q]mi    ■■■    [Q]mm.

where each [Y]uv , [X]uv , [W]uv , [Q]uv is a pu x pv matrix, 1 < u, v < m.

Recall that K' is a block diagonal subgroup of G'. Now, we can state our

main theorem.

Theorem 4. The algebra of all K'-invariant polynomials of S(&'*) is finitely

generated by the constants and the trace of products of matrices of the following
types:

(1)    [Y \u\U2  [Y Jh2U3 ''' [Y \uqUq + i ,

(2) \X\V,VAW\V1VA\X\V^\W\V^ ■ ■ ■ [X]VrVr+l [W]Vr+lVr+2, and

(3) [X]hh[Q]hh-[Q\t,t^W\t,^+i ,
where if we multiply two different types together, then their indices must agree at

the position of multiplication. Moreover, the first and the last indices of a product

of matrices of these three types must be the same.

For example, we can form the product

[^]ui«2 ' ' ' [^JM„fl [-^]w|W2l"   J"2"3 ' ' '

[X]Vr_iV\W\Vrtl[X]txh[Q\hh ■ ■ ■ [Q]l!ts+t[W]ts+lUl .

The proof of the theorem requires some preliminary results (cf. [KT1]) and

several lemmas. Let Sf be a semisimple Lie algebra over a field of characteristic

zero. Let S = S(Sf*) be the symmetric algebra of Sf and U = U(Sf) be the
universal enveloping algebra of Sf. Then it is well known that there exists

the canonical filtration U0 c U. c • ■ • C U„ of Sf in U. Also, we have the

following commutative diagram:

T" —^ U„

x"[ {<>'

S" -> Y"
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where S" denotes the nth symmetric power of Sf, T" = Sf ® ■ ■■ ® Sf

(n times), Y" = U„/U„_i , x„ , ip„, and 6n are the corresponding canoni-

cal projections, and tp„ is the restriction of the canonical isomorphism of S

on r0 = Jfn>0Y" which is induced by the surjection T = Jln>o Tn —> T0 and

implemented by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem. Also, it is well known that

there exists a canonical bijection <f>„ of S" onto U„ , termed the symmetriza-

tion, for n > 0. Now, let M be the adjoint group of Sf (cf. [Di]). We also

have the following theorem (cf. [Go, Chapter 5, Tome 2]):

The canonical bijection $ of S on U (or <pn of S" onto U„) is an M-

module isomorphism.

Let K bea closed and connected subgroup of M with the corresponding Lie

algebra fff. An element u e U is said to be ^-invariant if Xu - uX = 0 for

all X € Stf . Similarly, we have the notion of A"-invariant polynomial functions

in S as mentioned in the introduction.

Let R^ denote the 2k x 2k matrix (R{*)), 1 < s < m . Also, define

R{s)' _     0     h] R(sf \ 0   ~h
~[-h   oJ*     [Ik     0

for 1 < s < m . Then we have

Lemma 5. The algebra 'V of all ff -invariant differential operators of the uni-

versal enveloping algebra ^(^(1) x • • • x ff^) is finitely generated by the gen-

eralized Casimir operators Tr(^4(,l) •• ■ A^), where A^ = RW or R.W, and

the constants.

Proof. Let us first show that each differential operator of the form

Tr(^(''» • • • i4«->),        A{i'] = RVA or J?<W ,

is ^-invariant. We now assume that ^(^(1) x • • • x ^<m)) contains a system

of elements u,j, 1 < i, j < 2k, such that

(1) [R-aB . uij] = <>Biuaj ~ SajUifi ,

[Rap+k > Uij] = SajU,p+k - b~Bjuia+k if   i , j < k ,

[Ra+k0 . uij] ~ °~aiUp+kj + <5piUa+kj ',

(2) [Rap , Uij] = Sp+kjuia+k - $a+kiuP+kj >

[R-aB+k > uij] = dp+kiUaj + Sa+kiUpj if   i , j > k ,

[Ra+kfi > uij] = -3p+kjuia ~ <>a+kjuip '■,

(3) [Rap , Ujj] = SpjUaj + Sa+kjuia+k >

[RaB.+k . ^j] = 0 if j > k, i<k,

[R-a+kB > uu] - -<>p+kjUia - Sa+kjUjp + SiaUp+kj + Sipua+kj; and

(4) [Rap , Ujj] = -SjaUjp - Sa+kjUp+kj,

[R-aB+k . Uij] = SB+kiUaj + Sa+kjUpj-djau,0+k-djBuia+kif i > k, j < k ,

[Ra+kp > Ujj] = 0.
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Then clearly,

2k       "I k 2k

RaB » 2^ Uij      — z2^P'Uai ~ 3<*'U'P) +    X/   (dp+kiUia+k - Sa+kiUp+kf)
1=1       J        i=l iWfc+1

= MQ^ — Ma£ + Ug+ka+k - Up+ka+k = 0,

2*       "j k 2k

RaB+k > 2_^ Ujj     = - 2_^(SaiUip+k + SgiU,a+k) +   2^ (&B+kiUai + Sa+kiUpf)
i=l       J ;=1 i=k+l

= Uafi+k ~ Uap+k + Upa+k ~ UBa+k = 0 ,

2k        1 k Ik

Ra+kB > 2^, U'J     = Z^,(d<*iUB+ki + $Biua+ki) ~   2^  ($p+kiuia + (>a+kiuip)
;=1        J ;=1 i=k+l

- ua+kB ~ ua+kfi + u0+ka ~ Up+ka = 0 .

Let {u^} , {vjj} be two such systems. If Wjj = Ui\V\j H-1- ui2kv2kj, then

the Wjj form a system of the same type. Now, observe that {R^g} , {Rffg} ,

1 < a, fi <2k, 1 < ij < m, are two such systems in ff(ff^ x ■■■ x X<m)).

Hence, by induction,

Yr(A{h) ■■■A(is)) = Rih) R{h)  ...R^

where

M'j)       _ R(h) jf A(ij) _  D(Jy)

or

6(<V)      _ d(';>        jf ,<(»,•) _ p(»j)»

are indeed ^-invariant (notice that in the equation above, we use Einstein's

convention). Now, let S = S(^x) x ■ ■ ■x/W) and U = ^(/O x ■ • ■ xff^).

From the previous discussion, we have the diagram:

,  Uk

sk   -► r*
9k

where <j>k is the symmetrization and 6k is the canonical projection. Let div..ik

denote the images in U of the polynomials Tr(^,-, • • • Ajk) by the symmetriza-

tion. Then by Theorem 3, (/»,.•'* generates the subalgebra of all ^-invariant

differential operators in U. Now, for a fixed k-tuple (ix,..., ik) let c,,...^ =

Tr(A^---A^). Then dk(dh...h) = dk(ch...ik). Hence, ch...ik - dh...k € U*_,
and c,,...,t - djl...jk belong to the algebra of ^-invariant differential operators.

For k = 1, we have c,, = di, . By induction, we may assume that c,, .,, gen-

erate the ^-invariant differential operators of degree q < k - 1. It follows

that djr..jk can be expressed in terms of c,,...,t and c,,...^ for q < k - 1. This

completes the proof of this theorem.   Q.E.D.
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Let

2k r, k

Lap — 2_^ Zai ,        PaB = 2_j{Zcd+kZgi - ZaeZpi+k),
e=i Pe i=i

k d2 d2

Dafi = /Z^-07-a?   37-)' i<a,B<n.
~ dZae+kdZgi     dZaedZgi+k

These operators form a basis for the Lie algebra Y and generate the universal en-

veloping algebra %f(Y). Moreover, by the Poincare-Birkhoff-Witt theorem, the

ordered monomials in LaB , DaB , and PaB form a basis for %f(T). Amongst

the operators LaB , we have the particular operators LapBp, p = px, ... , pm ,

which correspond to the infinitesimal operators of the group GL(pr, C), 1 <

r < m , acting on P. They generate the Lie subalgebra gl(y->i, C) x • • • xgl(pr, C).

Now, consider the matrices

[L] = [La0],     [P] = [PaB],     [D] = [DaB],     [E] = [Eag] = [-LBa].

We rewrite these matrices in the form

[L] = [[LU],     [P] = [[P]uv],     [D] = [[D]uv],     [E] = [[E]uv] ,

where [L]uv ,  [P]uv ,  [D]uv , or [E]m is a pu x pv matrix, 1 < u, v < m .

Lemma 6. In the universal enveloping algebra %f(Y), the constants and the trace

of the product of the matrices of the forms:

(2) [P]v,v2[D]V2Vi[P]ViVi[D]V4Vs-[P]VrVr+l [D]Vr+iVr+2, and

(3) [P]ht2[E]t2t3..[E]lsti+,[D]ls+its+2,

with the same conditions as Theorem 4, generate the same subalgebra 3! of

differential operators.

Proof. To prove this lemma, we need to express the differential operators in

Lemma 5 in terms of the differential operators in Lemma 6 and vice versa. To

illustrate the main idea of the proof of this lemma, we first consider differential

operators of degree up to three. To avoid cumbersome sums in the traces of

matrices, we adopt the Einstein convention of summing over repeated indices.

To simplify the proof, we shall call the operators of the form in Lemma 6 left

Casimir invariants and the operators of the form in Lemma 5 right Casimir

invariants. We will use the obvious identity

For a first-degree right Casimir invariant, we have Tr(/v(^*) = Tr(/v(iJ) = Rf) =

zai(d/dzai) = Laa = Tr([Lss]), for all s = 1, ... , m, so that the assertion is

certainly true. Recall that if R^i denotes the afl entry of the matrix /?(,),

1 < i < m , then we have

RaB = zi°ir—>      i<<x,fi<2k.
P OZr,p
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If Tv^'l* denotes the ap entry of the matrix /?(()*, 1 < / < m, then we have

zvp-kT.- if k < a, P < 2k;
dzm-k

znB+k^z-,        ifk>a,p>l;
p(0* _ J ozna+k

R°e ~ ] d
-znB_k--,    if 1 <a<k,  2k> P > k;

Vzria+k

-znB+kT,-,    if 1 < P < k ,  2k > a > k.
^ 9zm_k

We are going to use the following notation throughout the proof:

Rag = zm--   if Rag is the aP entry of /?(,) for some 1 < i < m,
dznB

or

Rap = ±znB+k--    if RaB is the o.p entry of /?(,)* for some I < i < m.
dm±k

Let Ri £ {/?(" , ... , /?(")} , / = 1,2,3. Let us first consider the second-
degree Casimir invariants. We have several cases to consider.

Case 1. Consider the right Casimir invariant

Tr(RxR*2) = R,]R], = za,^±[zB,±k^-)

=± {zaiZfii±kd^ka4-) -± (zq'cJ-)

= ±Tr(Rx)±[za,zBl±kJ±-^-).

Therefore, Tr(RxR2) can be expressed in terms of the sum of a left Casimir
invariant Tr(PD) and some first-degree invariants, and vice versa.

Case 2. Consider the right Casimir invariant Tr(R*R2) = R,jRjt. A similar

computation as in Case 1 shows that Tr(/?*/v2) can be expressed in terms of

the sum of a left Casimir invariant Ti(PD) and some first degree invariants,

and vice versa.

Case 3. Following the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [KT1], the second-degree Casimir
invariants Tr(RxR2) and T^R'R*) can be expressed in terms of the sum of

a left Casimir invariant Tr(LL) and some first-degree left Casimir invariants,

and vice versa.

The above cases have exhausted all possible second-degree right Casimir in-

variants. Let us now consider the third-degree Casimir invariants. There are

also several cases to consider.
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Case 1. Consider the right Casimir invariant

Tr(RxR2R*3) = kijRjpRpi = Zal—z0J— ± [z?i±kw-—j

= Zai^ZfiJ (z"±k^rP-Sa'3"±k) r*^)

d d 8 d    (       d     \
— zai^,-zBj~a-1" Z"' o-zBiZyi±kT.- I ± q- I   •

dzaj   PJdZfji dzaj   PJ dzgp \   dzyp±kJ

The first expression above is equal to Tr(RxR2), hence we only need to consider

the second expression. Now,

d J_ (        d     \ _      J_ J>_(.      d     \
Zaldza]Z^i±kdzBp \tdzyp±k)-ZaidzajZ^±k2^dzBp Vdz^)

= zai (-8ay6Ji±k + ^^") *»£; (±^)

~ ± V^^dzJrdz^Tk) + ZaiZ^kdz-Z^dzJp {±8^)  ■

The first expression above can be handled as in previous cases. Therefore, we

only need to consider the second expression:

d        d   (,    d   \ d       (     d_\   d
ZaiZyi±k-^— zftj-^Z— I ±~^Z-      = Zaizyi±kW~—ZBj I ±—-  I —-—

dza]   HJdzBp\   dz7p±kJ dzaj   HJ \   dzyp±kJdzfip

= Za'Z^kdz~ ± [-*»*>" + dz—k^) dzjp

d       d d        (    d \    d
—    ZaiZyi±k—- —-h    ZajZyj±k—-    ±     I     —- Zgj     I     ——-     .

dz7J±kdzaj dzaJ     \dzyp±k   "]) dzBp

As before, by induction, we only need to consider the second expression:

d   , (   d       \   d v(   d    \   d        d
zaiZyj±k-^- ±  I W~-Zgj  I —- — ZajZyi±k ±-      ———ZBj—-

dzaj      \dzJp±k   P]) dzgp \dzyp±kJ dzaj  PJdzBp

= ***»» ± [di^k) db {dzjpz^ - «'*»)
( d      d \ /   d   \   d    d

- ±<7/3  I ZaiZyj±k—-——      + ZaiZyi±k ±  I  —-   I -£—-£--ZBj   ,
\ dZyP±kdzapJ \oZyP±kJ dzajdzBp

where qp is the cardinality of the range of P .

Once again, we only need to consider the second expression:

(    d     \    d_d__ (    d     \    d_d_
ZalZyi±k ±  y^^ )  dZa. dZfjp ZfU - zalzyi±k ±  {Q ^ )  g^ Q ̂  . ZPJ

=z-z^k ± G4^) 4; (Zpj^ ~Safi)

,( d      d \    / d      d  \      d
-    ±     I     ZaiZyi±k—-  ~-     I     ±     I     ZaiZyi±k—- —-      I    ZBj-^Z-     •

V dZyP±kdzapJ     \ oz7p±kdzBpJ   HJdzaj
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What we have shown in this case is Tr(RxR2R^) can be expressed in terms of

the sum of a left Casimir invariant Tr(PDL) and some lower degree invariants,

and vice versa.

Case 2. Let us consider the right Casimir invariant

Then a similar computation as in Case 1 shows that Tr(RxR*R*) can be ex-

pressed in terms of the sum of a left Casimir invariant Tr(PED) and some

lower degree invariants, and vice versa.

By iteration, it is easy to see that any other third-degree right Casimir invari-

ant can be expressed in terms of the sum of a third-degree left Casimir invariant

and some lower degree invariants, and vice versa. As a result, the lemma is true

up to degree three. Now, by the same technique, it is clear that the lemma

can be proved by induction in the same fashion as in [Le] on the degree of the

right Casimir invariants, and vice versa. Hence, the proof of the lemma is now

complete (see [Le] for details).   Q.E.D.

Let 3tf' be the Lie algebra of K'. Then we have the following

Lemma 7. The algebra of all Jf'-invariant differential operators in 'Vfffff') is

finitely generated by the same elements of the form as defined in Lemma 6 and

the constants.

Proof. By an argument similar to Lemma 5, the differential operators in Lemma

6 are indeed ^'-invariant. To complete the proof of this lemma, we only need

to show there is a one-to-one correspondence between ^-invariant differential

operators and ^'-invariant differential operators. This follows from

Lemma 8 (cf. [Ho2, Ho3, LT]). Let (Ml) = (M[, ... , Mp\, 0,... , 0) be a

2k-tuple of integers such that the condition M[> ■■■> M'Pi > 0, for 1 < i < m,

is satisfied. Let p' be the irreducible representation of K' indexed by the n-tuple

of integers of the form:

(Ml,... ,Mp\,Mx2,... ,Mfm).
Let p denote the tensor product of representations of GY(2k, C) x • • • x

GY(2k, C) indexed by (M'), 1 < i < m. Let y be an irreducible representation

of G. There is one-to-one correspondence between the irreducible representation

of G and the irreducible holomorphic discrete series representation labelled by

the Blattner's parameter y' of G'. Then the multiplicity dimHomk,(p', y') of

the irreducible representation p of K' in the restriction to K' of the irreducible

representation y' of G' is equal to the multiplicity dimHomG(y, p) of the ir-

reducible representation y of G in the Kronecker product representation p of

G.

Lemma 9. A polynomial function feS^'*) is K'-invariant iff the correspond-

ing differential operator f e %(&'), by the map 4>, is 5T'-invariant.

Proof. First observe that the canonical bijection </> is also a /C-module isomor-

phism. An argument similar to Lemma 5 shows that the canonical isomorphism

(j) carries the ^'-invariant differential operators of %f(f?') to the Tf'-invariant

polynomials of S(£"*).   Q.E.D.

Theorem 4 now follows from Lemmas 5 and 7-9.
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3. Invariant polynomials of Sp(2«, 9t)

In this section, let H = GY(N, C), G = O(N), G' = Sp(2n, SR), £" =
sp(2n, <R), the Lie algebra of G', and Y be the complexification of S" . Let

(px, ... , Pm) be an w-tuple of positive integers such that Px + • ■ ■ + pm = n .

Let K' be a block diagonal subgroup as before. Let cnxN be a nxN complex

matrix. Then we have the same actions of 77, G, and GL(N, C) x ••• x

GL(N, C) on CnxN and these actions give rise to the representations of these
groups on P(C"xAf).

r y x l
Let 5 G r and write s as s = , where [Y] is an nxn complex matrix,

[Q] = [-Y]T, and [X], [W] are nxn symmetric matrices. We partition s

into the block matrices as in the previous section. We now state the main result
of this section.

Theorem 10. The algebra of all K'-invariant polynomials of S(&') is finitely

generated by the constants and the trace of products of matrices of the following

types:

(U      L^ Jui^l* J»2"3 ' ' ' 1*   J"«"«+l   '
(2) [XUV2[W]V2VAX]ViVfWUVi ■ ■ ■ [X]VrVr+x[W]Vr^r+1, and

(3) [X]tll2[Q]t2h---[Q]tstsJW]ls+lls+2,

where if we multiply two different types together, then their indices must agree at

the position of multiplication. Moreover, the first and the last indices of a product

of matrices of these three types must be the same.

The proof of this theorem is similar to that of Theorem 4 (see [Le] for details).

4. Conclusion

In the course of the proof of our theorems, we introduced the generalized

Casimir operators. These generalized Casimir operators are very important

in physics. In [KT2], Klink and Ton-That have used these operators to solve

the multiplicty problem in the tensor product of irreducible representations of

GL(Ar, C). Their method can be used to solve the multiplicity problem in

tensor products of irreducible representations of Sp(2fc, C). This is carried
out in detail in [Le].
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